
 

 

 

  

 

The E-BOOK  
For the 
SPEED ROPE 

 What you can expect 

• basic exercises  

• stretching exercises 

• Tips & Tricks  

• 30 day challenge 

            and much more….



 

Before you start to reading the ebook, we would like to say 

THANK YOU 

That you have chosen the Spoonie Sport Speed rope. 

We know there are many different products on the market, but with this 

product you will not be disappointed. many people have put a lot of 

work into the design and production. 

We want you to have fun and enjoyment with your skipping rope, which 

is why we have put a lot of energy into perfecting the skipping rope. Our 

ball bearing is equipped with the newest technologies so that you can 

train without any worries. 

This e-book was written to save beginners and experienced speed rope 

users long research on the Internet for exercises and challenge. 

If you have any improvements or suggestions for the skipping rope or 

the e-book, please write us an email. We want to adjust and improve our 

product always for you and other customers. 

Highest customer satisfaction is our corporate philosophy
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We have filmed the exercises in this e-book so that you can have a visual 

look at them. Go on our Website ("E-Book&Videos" )  

          

www.SpoonieSports.com         (Password: SpoonieEbook18) 

On the website you will find information about new products and other 

interesting activities such as challenges or training plans. 

You can also find us on Facebook and Instagram under Spoonie Sports. 

We have one last favor to ask you before the exercises begin. 

Please write a review of skipping rope from Spoonie Sports on 

Amazon.de. 

How to write the product review: Go to 

1. Amazon.de 

2. Meine Orders 

3. Go down the page until you find the Speed Rope  

4. Write a product review 

  

Thank you very much for your attention and we wish you an effective and 

satisfied training. 

Please write a product review on amzon.de
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Never use the skipping rope without having carefully read the relevant safety 
instructions beforehand. Parents should supervise their children. Never carry out 
exercises that you do not feel safe with and that have not been demonstrated to 
you by a certified trainer or specialist. Never use this or any other sports equipment 
if you notice any defects. Always wear adequate clothing (sport shoes and sports 
equipment). Attention: Steel cable in spite of PVC sheathing can lead to stripping 
and injuries. First get used to a new piece of sports equipment before you start with 
advanced exercises. 

Before you begin the exercises or training programs from this or any other 
document, make sure that your equipment is properly maintained. Do not take risks 
that are beyond your experience, skills, or physical fitness. Make sure you are 
hydrated and in good physical shape for exercise. 

The exercises and training plans in this or other documents are not medical 
guidelines, but are designed for training and information purposes. They are not a 
substitute for exercises or treatments prescribed by your doctor. Contact your 
doctor before using the information in this or any other document.  
If you use the information in this or any other document without the prior consent 
of your physician, you do so at your own risk. Spoonie Sport - FITNESS PRODUTS 
and the company behind it, LEGRU, specifically disclaims any liability for damages 
and consequential damages and is not responsible for any injury or loss resulting 
directly or indirectly from the use or misuse of the content provided. 

All contents of this Internet offer, in particular text, photographs and graphics, are 
protected by copyright. The copyright lies with Spoonie Sports -FITNESS 
RODUCTS. 
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We have designed the jump rope in such a way that it is very robust and 

easy to maintain. Nevertheless, we recommend treating the ball bearings 

with conventional fine oil twice a year only if needed. 

Yes, you can use the rope on any surface. However, we advise against 

using it on rough surfaces (e.g. stony ground, asphalt, etc.), as the PVC 

coating wears off as with any steel rope of this type. Tip: Buy or use spiral 

protection/protection rubber or adjust the jump rope so that you do not 

touch the ground when jumping or avoid training areas with rough 

ground. 

Adjust the jump rope to your size. Remove the caps at the end of the 

rope. Shorten with a sharp tool. Allow a few centimetres to stick out so 

that you can put your caps back on.  

Done.  

Tip: Adjust your length with the screws until you have found the perfect 

rope length. 

Do I have to take special care of the jump rope?

Can I use the rope on any surface?


What is the easiest way to shorten the skipping rope?

4FAQ - Frequently ask question



Our skipping rope is 300cm long and adapts to many different body 

sizes. You can easily adjust the rope to your size with the adjusting screw 

and shorten it as you like. If you have cut the rope too short, you still 

have the extra rope. 

Is the skipping rope also long enough for me (1,90m)?

FAQ - Frequently ask question 5
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Your perfecte Rope length: 

Tip: Let 2cm stick out, so you can 

put the rubber caps back on again.     

More helpful Tips: 

Do not jump too high 
The flatter you jump, the more energy you will save. Your joints and bones will thank you, 
because jumping is high pressure for your feet and ankles. 

Swing out of your wrists. 
The rotation should come exclusively from the wrists. The built-in ball bearing supports 
you in this. 

Concentrate on one spot 
Stay focus on one spot and you will not lose the rhythm or balance  

Take both handles of the jump rope in one hand 
and stand with one foot on the middle of the 
rope. Pull the handles tight to your body. You 

have found the right length when the grips are at 
the level of your armpits. Use the adjusting 
screws to fix the rope to the correct length for 
you. Then cut off the ends of the rope with a 
sharp tool.

How to find the perfect rope length & tips
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Easy Jump: 

The two-legged jumping or normal jumping is the basis for many other 

jumping techniques and exercises. Therefore it is recommended to master 

this exercise before doing any other exercises. The goal is to coordinate arms 

and legs to create more jumps without getting tangled up. It is important not 

to jump too high.  

   

The jump rope can have ground contact. 

Tip: If you have difficulties with coordination, try to jump without the rope. 
However, keep in mind the correct posture and coordination of arms and legs. 

Step 1: upright position of the upper body, hold 

the  arms close to the body  

Step 2: The angle between the upper and lower 

arm should be more than 90 degrees.  

Step 3: jump off with both legs at the same time 

and come back up with both legs at the same time 

Step 4: let the skipping rope rotate loosely in your 

wrists 

Step 5: smooth movement during take-off and 

landing 

Chapter 2: Basic exercise 7



 

Double Bounce 

The Skier 
Based on the Easy Jump which was explained in the beginning, we don't 
jump on the spot, but with the legs closed from right to left. Here the 
jump rope is rotated loosely.  The body position is the same as with the 
Easy Jump. The legs and knees remain very close to each other and you 
stay on your toes and ball of your foot. Almost like skiing on a winter 
holiday.  

Attention: danger of stumbling increases. 
 

 

 

Tip: Find an area with enough space to jump sideways. 

1. 2. 3.

The exercise procedure is the same as for the simple 
jump, except that there is an additional intermediate 
jump between each jump. This means that you let 
the jump rope rotate slower than with the simple 
jump, so that you have time for the intermediate 
jump. Jump only as high as necessary.

Left Right

Basic exercise 8



Forwards Backwaren Jump 

Here, the skier's exercise is simply performed forwards and backwards. 
Find a spot on the ground and go into an upright body position. Now 
jump forward and backward with your legs closed whenever the rope is  

at your feet. 

The Skier + forward backward jump 

For this you combine the newly learned jumps. Because jumping 
forwards and backwards, as well as jumping sideways quickly becomes 
boring, we combine both exercises. Think of a jump pattern like forward, 
right, left, backward and forward again and so on. 

Tip: Creative ideas come to you when you listen to music and jump a 
certain number on each beat. This creates great combinations and even 
more fun. 

Forward Backwards 

1.

2.

3.

Basic exercise 9



 

heels on butt 

*No, you do not have to jump so high. 

         
        Jog Step 

 

In the exercise the heels go to your 
butt, you jump on one spot. This time 
it will be more exhausting as you have 
to pull the heels to your butt. Take 
care not to set / cut the rope too short 
or rotate it so that the rope swings far 
behind you, otherwise you run the risk 
of getting your feet caught. If this is 
too easy for you, just try to turn 
around on the spot.

Jog Step integrates the movement of 
running and rope jumping. The front 
leg is slightly bent and lifted in the 
knee, while the rear leg is not lifted. You 
jump alternately from one leg to the 
other as if you were running on the 
spot.  

This jumping technique is one of the 
most energy-efficient and is well suited 
for fast, explosive units. 

Basic exercise 
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Our Selected Advanced Exercises 

Make sure that you have mastered all the basic exercises because some 
advanced exercises are based on them. If you do not feel comfortable 
with some exercises, do not do them until you are sure. Instead of the 
exercises you can change exercises that you find easier by combining 
them with others or jumping in circles. 

Summary of the basic exercise 

1.  Easy Jump 
2. double bounce 
3. The Skier 
4. Forward Backward Jump  
5. Skier with Forward Backward Jump 
6. heels on butt 
7. Jog Step 

Section 2: Advanced Exercises 

1. Jumping Jack / Sideways Straddle 
2. Forward Straddle 
3. Knees Up 
4. One Leg Jump 
5. The Twist 
6. Double Unders 
7. tripple Unders 
8. Cross 
9. X Motion 

Chapter 3:  Advanced exercise
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jumping jack / Sideways Straddle 

 

 

Everyone still knows the classic 
jumping jack from kindergarten. 
Spread your legs outwards and spread 
your arms, then your legs will come 
together again and your arms will 
come together above your head. Can 
you still do that? Now try out whether 
you can still do the jumping jack. Was 
it fun? Now forget what you jut did.  

Why do we say that? Because it's very 
hard to just spread your legs and let 
your arms close to your body.  
Because when jumping, you now slide 
your legs apart and then together 
again and the arms remain close to 
your body. Make sure you have 
enough space around you.  

Tip: Jump high enough to have enough time to 
spread your legs apart.. 

Advanced exercise
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Forward Straddel 

In this exercise you do not spread your legs to the side, but forward and 
backward. Your arms remain against your body. 
Example: we start jumping and our right foot goes forward and our left 
foot goes backwards and then the opposite way.  

Knees Up 

For this exercise, jump on the spot. You need enough space, because 
jumping power is required. Be careful as this exercise is very exhausting. 
The knees are pulled to the chest with every jump. If this is too 
exhausting, you can simplify this exercise with an intermediate jump, 
then it is less exhausting. 

Advanced exercise 13



 

One leg jump 

This exercise actually explains itself. You jump on one leg. But there are 
even more beautiful variations to this exercise. You can hold the leg, 
which is in the air, at an angle of 90 degrees or hold it completely 
stretched forward. You can change your leg you are jumping on after a 
certain number of jumps or turn around in a circle..  

The Twist 

In this exercise you use the previously practiced exercise "heels to butt" 
or "knee up" and at the same time twist your hips in (forward). Jump 
back on one spot and turn your hips against your upper body. Your knees 
should point in the same direction as the toe tips. You turn your hips 
after each jump. 

 

	 	 	 low	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 high

Advanced exercise
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Double unders 

The goal of the double unders is to let the rope rotate completely twice 
with one jump. Speed is required here. This is only possible with special 
jump ropes and a lot of practice. The built-in ball bearing in our skipping 
ropes supports you in such exercises. By the thin steel rope (Speed rope) 
and the high-quality ball bearing such fast rotations are possible without 
you get stuck at the rope. Nevertheless you have to do some work. Jump 
straight up and let the rope rotate very fast. If this doesn't work right 
away, bend your legs to have enough air time to let the rope pass under 
your feet twice. 

You can vary the exercise as you like, for example by installing an in-
between jump  

Tripple Unders 

The aim of this exercise is to allow the rope to rotate three times in one 
swing. To do this, just like as you would for a double under, but jump 
even higher and rotate even faster. Good luck, because this exercise 
needs a lot of practice. Congratulations if you made it the first time. 

111111111
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Cross  

The Cross is an exercise that takes time to complete it. Don't let it scare 
you.  

In this exercise the arms are crossed. This always happens when the rope 
is above your head. Your arms should then form an X. After the rope has 
passed your feet, you have to release your arms from the X position. 
Build-in a normal jump after each cross jump. It is best, for example, to 
always perform the cross after every 4th basic jumps or whatever rhythm 
you want. 

Tip: Before you start jumping, you should try to cross your arms at the right moment over 

your head without using a jump rope. 

 

 

Jump Arm

Crossing

Jump 
through

Landing

Advanced exercise
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I.  X-Motion 

The X-Motion jump is where you jump legs crossed.   

Huh? How? What?  YES, we're jumping again on one spot.  The arms 
stay close to the body and the forearm is in an over 90 degree position. 

You start with normal jumps. After you have jumped over the rope, cross 
your legs. This happens in turns. Highest concentration and sense of 
rhythm is required. 

 
 

• you land in a cross 
position of the legs


• you jump out of this 
position again


• In the air you cross your 
legs again 


• Now the foot that was in 
the back is standing in 
front.


Advanced exercise 17



 

 

 

The set-up:


The photographer must kneel as low 
as possible (best to lie down).


The camera should point upwards if 
possible.


Jump very high.


Pull up your legs.


Don't forget to smile.


You don't have to jump to look 
athletic. 

1. Find yourself a sunny day 
2. a beautiful place with bright light 
3. Dress sporty 
4. Hold your skipping rope in the 

photo.  

For your Instagram gallery 18



The classic black and white 
photos  

B/W make your body look more 
defined 

Tighten your muscles. 

Jump up 

Dress sporty 

You don't always have to jump to look 
athletic. 

1. Look for a beautiful place with 
bright light 

2. Dress sporty 
3. Smile  
4. Hold your Jump rope in the photo. 

For your Instagram gallery 19



 
Warm up, warm down and stretch exercises with the jump rope
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Challenge day Exercise Break Repition

Day 1 60 Sek. Jumping 1 Min. Break 3x repeat

Day 2 5 Min. Jumping As much as needed 1x repeat

Day 3 120 Sek. Jumping No break 1x repeat 

Day 4 70 Sek. Jumping 1 Min. Break 3x repeat

Day 5 200 jumps No break 1x repeat

Challenge day Exercise Break Repition

Day 6 70 Sek. Jumping 1 Min. Break 3x repeat

Day 7 6 Min. Jumping As much as you need 1x repeat

Day 8 150 Sek. Jumping No Break 1x repeat 

Day 9 70 Sek. Jumping 45 Sek. Break 3x repeat

Day 10 400 Sprünge No Break 1x repeat

Challenge day Exercise Break Repition

Day 11 80 Sek. Jumping 1 Min. Break 3x repeat

Day 12 7 Min. Jumping As much as you needed 1x repeat

Day 13 180 Sek. Jumping No Break 1x repeat

Day 14 80 Sek. Jumping 1 Min. Break 4x repeat

Day 15 500 Jumps No Break 1x repeat

30 day Challenge 
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Challenge Day Exercise Break Repeating

Day 16 80 Sek. Jumping 1 Min. Pause 4x repeat

Day 17 8 Min. Jumping As mus as you need 1x repeat

Day 18 210 Sek. Jumping No break 1x repeat

Day 19 80 Sek. Jumping 45 Sek. Break 4x repeat

Day 20 600 Jumps No break 1x repeat

Challenge Day Exercise Break Repeating

Day 21 85 Sek. Jumping 1 Min. Break 4x repeat

Day 22 9 Min. Jumping As much as you need 1x repeat

Day 23 240 Sek. Jumping No break 1x repeat

Day 24 85 Sek. Jumping 1 Min. Break 4x repeat

Day 25 700 Jumps No break 1x repeat

Challenge Day Exercise Break Repeating

Day 26 90 Sek. Jumping 1 Min. Break 5x repeat

Day 27 12 Min. Jumping As much as you need 1x repeat

Day 28 270 Sek. Jumping No break 1x repeat

Day 29 90 Sek. Jumping 45 Sek. Break 5x repeat

Day 30 800 Jumps no break 1x repeat

2230 day Challenge 



Thank you for choosing the skipping rope from Spoonie Sports. 

 I hope we could help you with our selected exercises and presentation. 

We will continue to improve the ebook and add more content. You can 

download the eBook at any time from our Internet site 

www.spooniesports.com Go to the tab "Ebook" and enter the password. 

Password: SpoonieEbook18 

We welcome you to Team Spoonie Sports. 

Did you like the e-book and are you satisfied with your jump rope? 

Please leave a positive review on Amazon. 1

End
23



Your review helps us and other customers with their Amazon shopping 

experience. 

1.Please login to your amazon.de account. 

2. Go to " My order“. 

3. Find the product you want to review and go to "Write a review". 

Stay fit and motivated while training ! 

We welcome you to Team Spoonie Sports. 

         - GET FIT BY JUMPING

End: How to write a Product review
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